Physics and Astronomy
(Year 11)
(4 hrs per week, 140 hrs in total, out of them 35 hrs for Astronomy)
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Expected results
Pupil:
●
●
●
●

understands the key notions and terms;
explains physical phenomena;
solves tasks on the use of formulas and laws that are studied;
explains the reasons of visible movement of stellar bodies in the celestial sphere; defines
the duration of the day and calendar year according to astronomic observations;

●
●
●
●
●

uses the planisphere to solve practical tasks; orients in space using the Sun and the Polar
Star;
presents the obtained results graphically and using formulas;
experimentally checks the physical laws and phenomena;
adheres to the rules of observation of celestial bodies using a school telescope;
assesses the impact of astronomy observatories in Ukraine and the world in the
development of theoretical and practical astronomy, the use of developments of
machines and technology in telescope production.

